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INTRODUCTION:

How does a country become great or achieve the ranking of a "Superpower?" Is it the
sole result of a solid economy with resilient financial power? Or must it be recognized by the
rest of the world for its humanitarian policies and the high standard ofliving enjoyed by its
citizens? Or does it arise from leading the world in technology and preservation of the
environment? Or is it merely a by-product produced by playing the role of a political
powerhouse in world affairs?
This paper will explore how China rose from is agricultural origins at the turn of the 20'h
century, underwent history making convolutions in the last hundred years and emerged as one of
21st century's economic giants. Despite its amazing economic development, success in
providing a higher standard of living for its citizens, and its measures for battling pollution,
China still faces several substantial difficulties in its fight to modernize its economy and solidify
its status as a "Superpower." China's three main problems are first, its political system which has
not lost its totalitarian nature in spite of its adoption of some aspects of an open economy; second,
its record on human rights undermines its prestige in the eyes of the West; and third, the fact that
corruption in political and big business practices has achieved a level of art that complicates all
the other problems it now faces.

In earlier centuries, China was considered a leading civilization, but in the 19th and early
20'h Centuries, the country was struck by a series of problems including civil unrest, famines,
military defeat and foreign occupation. Along with these tribulations, after WWII, the
Communist Party under Mao Zedong' s leadership established an autocratic socialist state. This
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iw system enabled China to regain its sovereignty, but the price for this renewed sovereignty
paid for with enormous sacrifices in such areas as basic human rights, economic
'' #evelopment, health care, education, and standard of living. After this tumultuous period in
:china's history, Mao's successor Deng Xiaoping in 1978 began focusing on China's economic
development and pointed the country towards a market-oriented economy. This effort has paid
off. By 2000, China's industrial output quadrupled. Today, China is an emerging economy
(being one ofBRIC countries, the top emerging markets- Brazil, Russia, India, and China.) with
a great potential of becoming an established economy, in spite of the fact that its political regime
is extremely rigid ( https://www.cia.gov ).
This paper will examine the forces governing China in its quest to become the economic
giant ofthe Twentieth First Century. With globalization, there are circumstances created by
China's emergence into the world trade arena that will allow China's trading partners to "Hitch
our wagon to their star" and enjoy the benefits of trading with an economic powerhouse. Chapter
I, "China's Financial Development and Its Co-dependent Relationship with the United States"
discusses financial markets, currency issues and trade deficits. Chapter's 2, 3 and 4 will focus on
the three major "problems" that China must strive to resolve before becoming a respected
member of the global family of nations. Chapter II will explore China's human rights "work in
progress" and the worldwide view on how this country can help its own citizens. Chapter III,
"China's Rampant Corruption and Policies," will explore the roadblocks in doing business in
China, how doing business in China has changed over the last decade, and the great opportunities
there for foreign investors. The final Chapter IV, "China's Beginning to Battle Pollution and
Respect Worldwide Emission Standards," discusses some of the problems that arise with
economic development and some of the solutions to decrease the resultant pollution. The goal of
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paper is to help the reader understand why China has such a tough road ahead. It will
' , a\lalyze both the positive and negative forces governing China in its quest to emerge as a great
However, the question remains, will China step up to the plate and address these issues?
Will China pay attention to the negative aspects associated with their country and emerge a
powerhouse? If so, at what cost? Will the financial markets remain strong, corruption decrease,
foreign investment increase, and the standards for human rights and environmental concerns
align themselves with the rest of the world? The answer to those questions remain to be seen.
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CHAPTER I
China's Financial Development and Its Co-dependent Relationship with the US

The official currency of the People's Republic of China is the Renminbi, which in ad
Iiteram translation means the people's currency. The People's Banlc of China has monetary
authority to issue Chinese currency. The official ISO 4217 abbreviation for China's currency is
CNY, but it is also abbreviated as RMB, yuan and kuai. When the Communist Party took over
China in 1949, it issued the Renminbi to overcome the hyperinflation that had plagued China
near the end of the Kuomintang era (http://www.danwei.org/china information).
The RMB became fully convertible on current accounts and capital accounts, especially
after 1998 Asian Crisis, when China's government feared that the financial system would not be
able to handle the rapid cross-border movements of hot money.
China's economy has changed from a centrally planned economy to a more market
oriented one. It has grown rapidly in the private sector, becoming a major player in the world's
economy. In 2006, according to ht1QJ/~\XF&ia.gov/pj_gJisntiml~{f_~£_tbogJ<j_gQ_~_sfsDJIJ:ml. China
possessed the largest current account surplus-nearly $180 B-in the world.
(see Appendix 1)
Once China became a WTO member, many of her trading policies had to change. These
changes included the elimination of the majority of restriction quotas as of2003, the
implementation of new trading rights (import/export) and distribution rights (wholesaling rights,
retailing, transportation, maintenance and repairs). Among its other policies, China has promised
changes in the services industry by making commitments to the USA to eliminate most of the

iJ
~
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'-'Pnnitv restrictions, and agreeing to accede to the Basic Teleconnnunication and Financial

Agreements. In the distribution industry, in 1999 foreign firms did not have the right to
products other than those made in China or to own or to manage distribution networks,
Iesaling outlets or warehouses. As of 2006, American firms have the right to pursue all of
activities, but there are still some restrictions in place, such as those in the

[~!communication industry. China accords licenses for business based on a "prudential criteria,"
means that ownership of any type is restricted to 50%. One of the most regulated
11,<1ustnes is the insurance industry. For instance, foreigners are only allowed to write "large
commercial risk policies of$120,000 or more" (http://sinommua.com) with the future
!'possibility that it may decline to $50,000. There are also new regulations in place for banking,
and accounting. In the past, China tightly restricted the services industries, such as foreign
law operations, accounting operations, or trading currencies operations, taxation, architecture,
engineering, urban planning, medical and dental.
One could easily conclude that there is a co-dependent relationship that exists between
China and the market place, which leads to an increasing demand for professionals to conduct
business in this multi-faceted market. This can be demonstrated by looking in your own home
and environment. Is your television made in China? Your clock radio, DVD player, telephone,
computer, printer and fax machine? What about your clothes? Are your high-dollar pair of jeans,
600-thread count sheets, and $1,000 business suit made in China? What about your fine
dinnerware, silverware, wine-glasses? How about your funliture? Your automobile? I
discovered that the majority of goods in my household and many things that I use personally in
my everyday life are made in China. We as consumers in the United States import many goods
and depend on China for more things than we may realize.

L
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International Financial Markets would not exist today if every country were selfrufficient. Since countries are located in different parts of our planet, they possess some
'"':;resources and lack others. Without trade, there would be no investing in foreign markets,
·· ffroviding credit in foreign markets, or borrowing in foreign markets. But because all of these
. t:l<l><,

so does the balance of trade, foreign exchange market, foreign exchange quotations,

international money market, international bond market, etc.
( see APPENDIX 2)

According to Jeff Mandura in his textbook International Financial Management, the
markets for real or fmancial assets are prevented from achieving full integration by trade
barriers, such as tax differentials, tariffs, quotas, labor immobility, communication costs, and
cultural and financial reporting differences. But aside from all these inconveniences (which do
not disturb cash outflows), international investors see opportunities for increasing profits by
foreign investments due mainly to favorable economic conditions, exchange rates fluctuations,
and international diversification which in many instances reduce their portfolio's risks.

There is no question that China is an Emerging Market. A recent article found on

http://www.telegraph.com by Fredrik Nerbrand and published on ll/10/07, speaks about
China as being one of the great Emerging markets. For the last five years, many hedge funds and
investments based in the United States have profited from investing in China. However, we as
investors must use caution. Nerbrand states, "The bull's not ready for the abattoir as India and
China are seen as a haven in shaky times." Even though emerging markets have soared to record
highs, the renowned American Scientist Robert Oppenheimer once commented, "The optimist
thinks this is the best of all possible worlds ... the pessimist fears it is true." The question we
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~ourselves is how long will China remain an emerging market? The Morgan Stanley
; Index
8

(MSCI) Emerging Markets is up a staggering 41 per cent year-to-date and 35

since the middle of August 2007, with China representing a 12% of the overall index.
stance, the MSCI China Equity Index aim to reflect the opportunities sets available for

1

f.investors, or the MSCI China A Value and Growth Indices reflect opportunities provided
wishing to expand beyond domestic Chinese A Shares.

Clearly, China has had a positive impact on United States investments." But the
market story is not exclusive to 2007. The past five years in particular have delivered
(standing gains for investors in emerging market equities with armual returns averaging 38 per
between September 2002 and September 2007." ht_tQ;LLvvww~eL~_gr_a.ph.com..

According to http://morganstanley.com, China's real rates (defined as nominal rate minus
deflator) are 4-5 points lower than any other's market at this time. This information
\suggests that China's interest rates should rise at least by this amount. In addition to low interest
rates, China's inflation rate is extremely low (mostly because it is kept artificially low through
govermnent practices, which means it does not actually reflect the relationship between supply
and demand). Because Beijing controls most of the China's natural resources, such as land,
telecommunication, banks, and utilities, it is not difficult to control prices. China's gross saving
rate has risen to an estimated 50% of GDP in 2006 from a 41.8% in 2002. This rising savings
rate has shifted demand growth to investment. Between 2002 and 2006 China's GDP deflator
averaged 4.9%, compared to 2.9% for CPI inflator. Over all, China's economy is growing at a
double digit rate; despite this, the one year deposit rate is 2.5%. This low deposit rate can be
viewed from two perspectives: from the Chinese government's perspective as a strategic decision
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a high amount of cash flowing in and out of the market, or from the investor's
as an opportunity to borrow large amounts of money without to pay back a high ·

tightening of China's economy should result from slowing exports. If it were to
the effects of interest rates and exchange rates on capital accounts, an increase in
rates will attract more capital inflow, other things being equal, and an increase in the
rate will make domestic goods more attractive to foreign residents.
According to http://english.cri.cn China's central bank announced an interest rate hike in
~,month of August of 2006. This rise added 27 basis points (the basis points are calculated

on the increase of interest rates from 5.31% to 5.58%) on the benchmark's one year credit
·which reflected the central banlc's confidence in its ability to integrate in the global market.
increase in interest rates was reflected through the 10.2% increase in GDP, which has
that China needed an 8% interest rate to create new jobs and favorable conditions for
:::;'; reform. Even though the credit rates have risen, the bank did not increase long deposit rates.
· ·· Onlv one year deposit rates were increased by 27 basis points from 1.98% to 2.25% leaving the

deposit rate low, which explains the low inflation rate. This increase in credit rates without
changes in deposit rates helped China's banks increase their profit margins. There is also
evidence that PBOC imposed a limit on interest rates that lenders can charge customers for loans,
moving much closer to international standards. Previously banks charged their customers 1. 7
times the official interest rate; therefore, the government is taking important steps to move from
an administrative/command economy to an economy based on market forces.
( http://www.joneslanglassalle.com.cn ).
One of the most proactive policy makers of Asia, Dr. Warren Huang, predicted for 2006
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because of the GDP increase of 10.2 from the year before (the expected increase
Lnxea investments will rise by at least 29%, and auto investments will reach at least

"According to David Barboza in the International Hera!do Tribune (online version), in his
·.·1vnmun>

of Chinese seek stock amid 'blind optimism,"' millions of individual investors

recently become an integral part of China's stock market drove the Shanghai
~posite index up 130% in 2006, and an additionall2% this year (similar to Shenzhen

ghange). Analysts say the raising of the market index can likely be attributed to improved
~i.llations and confidence in China's long term growth prospects. Due to this rapid increase in

prices, Chinese officials began warning investors about a bubble several weeks ago, during
iemonth of January, 2007 cautioning against "blind optimism."

According to Kathleen Kingsbury of Hong Kong, whose article appeared in The Times

oh February 12, 2007, titled "China Braces for a Bubble," last year 2.4 million investors began
trading stocks through Shanghai Stock Exchange, a 250% increase in new accounts. In 2006,
Chinese firms raised more than $53 billion dollars in Hong Kong and Shanghai markets by
issuing IPOs and secondary share offerings ($24 billion up form 2005).
In an article in The Economist, March 30, 2006, (http://www.economist.com) there is a
clear explanation of how China's exchange rate has evolved in recent years. Before China's
President Hu Jintao visit to Washington DC in Apri120, 2006, America seemed determined to
press China to raise the yuan's value against the dollar and to slap Chinese goods with a higher
tariff. The yuan was the principal culprit behind the mounting US trade deficit which reached in
2005 an estimated $202 billion mainly due to our huge trade deficit with China. The economic
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was convinced that China's exchange rate was massively under evaluated. After Hu
visit, the yuan's was reevaluated by 2.1 %, leading to a I% increase.

One of the reasons that the U.S. trades mostly with China is due to China's joining WTO
, which led to a massive decrease in US's imports from other countries. The US prefers
form China because labor is cheaper there resulting in cheaper manufacturing. Even
the yuan is going to be reevaluated, our deficit will change by 1% because China
'accounts for I 0% of America's trade.
In the previous decade, the Mainland's currency has been pegged to the dollar:
.28RMB; on July 21, 2005 the Yuan was reevaluated to 8.11 Yuan per US dollar, as a result
of pressure from US and the World Economic Council (China Currency. pgl).
Jeffrey Frankel (http://cesifo.oxfordjournals.org/cgi) states in his article, "On the Yuan:
The Choice between Adjustment under a Fixed Exchange Rate and Adjustment under a Flexible
Rate," that fixed and flexible exchange rates each have advantages, and each country has the
right to choose the regime suited to its circumstances. The information that is available today
indicates that the dollar peg may have outlived its usefulness to China, even though foreign
exchange reserves are a useful shield against currency crises. China has an adequate level of
dollars in its reserves, and US Treasury securities do not pay a high return. The purchasing
power parity is often used as a guide for what the exchange rate should be. A fixed exchange rate
·has served China very well for the last eight years (PPP being estimated relative to price indices).
For a very long time China had a central plarmed economy that did not allow a
fluctuation in the exchange rate. The finance community, mostly the Western school of thought,
believes that China should let the yuan fluctuate in accordance with market forces such as

L
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supply. But this opiuion is not broadly embraced. For example, according to
Daily Online Version (http://english.people.com.cn/), Noble Prize-winning economist

~Mundell says, "China should not change its exchange rate policy or allow the yuan to
."In his opinion, China's policy of indexing the yuan against the US dollar in recent
only resulted in greater price stability than with countries that have adopted an
[tion-targeting exchange rate policy. He also mentioned that as long as the dollar is stable in
of US prices, China should maintain the existing policy.

;;~According to Jeffrey Frankel ("On the Yuan," pg. 3) "The first order of business for China
be to determine what policy is in its own interest." Regardless of the international opinion
[>China's current monetary policy, the yuan should appreciate for several reasons:

l. The calculations based on Balassa-Samuelson relationships among currencies have
proven that the yuan is kept too low.
2. Although the balance surpluses are useful shield against currency crisis, China's balance
of payments surplus has been so high in recent years that in 2006 surpassed even Japan's.
3. Even though Chinese authorities tried to sterilize the inflow (defined as an attempt to
easy the treat of currency appreciation or inflation) since 2002, it is doubtful that they can
keep the sterilization indefinitely.
4. The experience of other emerging markets showed that exiting from a peg is
recommended when times are good and the currency is strong.
According to http://www.indexmundi.com/chinalinflation rate in 2005 the inflation rate
increased by 241.67%, while in 2006 it decreased by 56.10%. By evaluating the percentage
change from 2005 to 2006, the -56.10% means that China experiences deflation rather than
inflation. Comparing 2005 to 2006, it can be observed that there was a decrease in inflation rate.
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Because China has a mixed exchange rate system (previously a fixed exchange rate
it is easy to argue that China's monetary policy is anti-inflationary. The prevailing

~fiange rates and inflation rates lead to adjustments in prices especially in the short run. If we
to consider what kind of pressure will affect the value of a currency, it is necessary to
that in order to eliminate a trade deficit a country either has to follow a real appreciation
movement upward, or an expenditure reduction policy by a movement rightward. As of
, China does not experience a trade deficit, but a trade surplus; therefore, it is not necessary

oimplement any of the policies mentioned above. Yet, if China considers its own interest, it will
'';;"implement a policy of downward pressure on the yuan. (It can lower interest rates by stimulating
domestic spending; it can lower the real exchange rate by appreciating the currency or by
'allowing prices to rise; or it can implement a policy of keeping the inflation at the same level).
Since 2002 China's internal balance (defined as output equal to potential output or as
employment equal to the natural rate of employment) also indicates an absence of inflationary
pressure. Currently, it is in the zone of excess demand for goods, which means that it has to
increase its exports and increase its spending. Because China's reserves are flowing in through a
balance of payments surplus, that puts upward pressure on the monetary base (yuan) ("On the
Yuan," pg.8).
Since 2002, China has experienced a surplus balance of trade, a substantial foreign direct
investment, and even though there is still a restricted portfolio capital inflow policy, the foreign
capital inflow is at its highest level. Carrying a positive balance of payments proves that the
central bank is increasing its reserves (the positive balance has proven helpful especially during
the Asian Crisis). In order to present a clear movement of prices, one has to consider absolute
PPP data and relative PPP data. As of 1990, China's price level was reported as only 0.119 of the
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level ( http://cesifo.oxfordjoumals.org). This assumption leads to the conclusion that
only are traded-goods prices very low, but also non-traded goods prices are also very low, as
real wages and real income (without considering Shanghai, Beijing). It is not news that
~hin•'•

prices have been not just low, but below the county's per capita income (1990 was 0.125

level). According to Penn World Table the prices have changed from 0.125 (1990) to
(2006). This information confirms that China is apparently undervalued by 42% in
Jogarithmic terms and by 34% in absolute terms (On the Yuan pg.ll). According to the same
;riJPOrt, China's absolute price level was 0.23, relative to USA, and its real income per capita was
747.3, which was 0.11 relative to the USA. Because the yuan was pegged to the dollar since
1998 (at that time the exchange rate was 8.28, while the official rate was 4.78) ("On the Yuan"
pg. 12) the cumulative change over the years was relatively small. It has been predicted that by
2010 the yuan will undergo an expected real appreciation of22.4% because of China's trading
pattern, productivity growth, and other economic factors.
As the future economic situation unfolds, there will be some will want the yuan to be
depreciated, while others would want it to maintain its current valuation. According to
lillp_:_{['\'\cY{:,Y,_~mm:.tmm}s;y,conlLi\he_ad9nhecqrvl)/ind1Jx

in the article Two Bills in Congress Could

Hamper the Market's Run by Donald Luskin two bills were introduced in the senate on June,
2007 by Max Baucus (Democrat) the chairman and Chuck Grassley (Republican) a ranking
member of the Senate Finance Committee. One of the bills was design to destroy the US's
relationship with China and the other to destroy the private equity business, both considered
economic suicide pacts. The first bill was designed to force China to reevaluate its currency; both
senators believe that Chinese workers are unfairly competing with the American workers by
keeping the value of the yuan artificially low, so the prices of Chinese goods and the cost of

.. L
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Under these two bills, the Secretary of the Treasury has to declare that the yuan is
misaligned" and has to call for a series of punishments for China such as ba~k
Chinese at the International Monetary Fund by asking to impose anti "dumping"
by directing the Federal Reserve to intervene in currency markets. If all these
be imposed, than the volatility of the currency markets, combined with new tariffs,
!!regulations and interventions would only make it harder to conduct business with China:
be harder to buy staff from there and much harder to sell stuff to them, to export food
and also many home buyers will not afford any more mortgages once China decides
not wan to hold any more the $1 trillion on US treasuries (Two Bills, pg 1).
Even though China's prices are very low, and the yuan is undervalued, a sudden
\valuation of this magnitude would be very disruptive (There was a massive reevaluation of
Japanese yen in 1971 with large scale consequences).
Central Bank of China increased interest rates but this increase only affected industries in
of capital, such as steel, real estate, and the auto sector. The hike of the interest rates can
to a high inflation and an over-heated market. According to http://news.xinjhuanet.com, the
ofthe Chinese yuan against the dollar hit a new high on Monday, March 19,2007, trading
with a central parity rate of7.7351 per dollar (Foreign Exchange Trading System). China's
Consume Price Index rose by 2. 7% in February 2007, and urban fixed assets investments rose
23.4% from January (according to the statistics presented by National Bureau of Statistics). The
housing market prices increased due to an extensive demand relative to supply
(http://forbes.com). Property prices in 70 major cities rose about 5.3% in February alone. In
Beijing, Shenzhen, and Guangzhou property prices rose 9.9, 9.7, and 9.6% (China Feb pg.l). By
evaluating the information above, one can observe that the property prices in China not only

~
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a premium, but are also are hiking at a very fast rate in a relative short period of time.
According to http://www.chinadaily.com.cn in the article "China to

Improve~

Rate System," Chinese officials want to improve the exchange rate mechanism of
in a steady and appropriate manner. In the past, China exhibited a fixed exchange rate
in which exchange rates were either held constant or allowed to fluctuate within very
boundaries. This exchange rate system was considered very advantageous by the
~vemment

because of the lack of worrying about exchange rates driven by market forces. Since

the yuan was pegged to the dollar which was very helpful during the Asian Crisis of'97-'98.
is one of the main reasons China's government was able to maintain the value of the yuan
'~gainst the dollar; consequently, Chinese firms were able to obtain funding at reasonable prices

continued to be able to meet their interest payments (International pg. 205). At the present
China's exchange rate system lies somewhere between a fixed rate system and a pegged

The People's Bank of China is the central bank of the Republic of China, with the power
to control monetary policies and regulate financial institutions in mainland China. This bank is
also responsible for both central banking and commercial banking. In 2003 the Standing
Committee of the Tenth National People's Congress approved an amendment for the
strengthening of the role of PBC in making any type of implementations of monetary policies for
the benefit of overall financial stability and provisions offmancial services. According to New
York Times article "China Central Banic Rises Rates" by Keith Bradsher on March 18, 2007, the
Central Bank of China announced that it will raise interest rates to control a surge in bank
lending and investment and to prevent consumer prices from rising. In order to force the yuan to
appreciate PBC can intervene directly by exchanging yuan that it holds in reserves for other

~
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1 currencies

in the foreign exchange market, putting downward pressure on the yuan. If

to strengthen the yuan, it can exchange foreign currencies for yuan in the foreign
market, therefore putting upward pressure on the yuan. PBC has the power to buy or
I!J.Tencies, foreign or domestic, in order to influence market conditions or exchange rates
.ements. According to http://www.bloomberg.com in the article "China Should buy Gold,"
People's Bank of China sets daily reference rates for trading which allows its currency to
only a small percent by either buying currency or selling currency in order to keep the
's value stable. In the article "China Currency: Trade, Revaluation, Exchange Rate" the
Bank of China armounced that in addition to a dollar peg, the yuan will be pegged to a
of currency such as South Korean won, Japanese yen, euro, British pound, Thai bath, and
~ussian ruble.

China has recently depegged the yuan from the dollar allowing its currency to float freely
within a narrow band against a mixed basket of currencies from major country's trading partners.
China believes that major currencies fluctuation can be detrimental to its economy and to global
economy. Along with currency fluctuation, the exchange rate movements are influenced by
relative changes of income, interest rates, government restrictions, expectations of future
exchange rates, and inflation. According to Ying Huang in his article, "The Role of Oil Price
Shocks on China's Real Exchange Rate" (http://www.fma.org/SLC/Papers/China huang.pc:!i),
the exchange rates are not only influenced by the factors mentioned above, but also by the
change in prices of different commodities such as oil (as the second largest importer of oil after
US), productivity, government spending and labor supply. Because exchange rate movement in
China tends to be affected by a complex relationship among these factors, the country moves
rapidly to a higher degree of integration with the world.

~
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According to the "Transcript of the World Economic Outlook Press Briefing," China's
is expected to continue to grow at a rate of9.5%. The recommendation of the
nauonat Monetary Fund was that this growth should be shifted from international
!stments in net exports toward consumption. The People's Congress aunounced that it wants
tomote health and education. These actions will be supported by financial sectors reforms

~exchange rate appreciation (http://www.imf.org). China also increased interest rates which
lead to a market of inflated prices, which lead to an increase in inflation. Mr. Raghuratn
Economic Counselor and Director of Research Department ofiMF, believes it is in
s own interest to let the yuan appreciate, putting upward pressure on prices, as China gains
monetary control. This appreciation ofthe yuan has to occur slowly because a rapid abrupt
ncrease of prices in China will lead to a global imbalance. At this point in time, China's
'!,financial markets appear strong, with a great potential of long term growth, but what about other
.,. . issues occurring in the this country such as Human Rights?
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CHAPTER II
Human Rights "Work in Progress" and the Worldwide View on How This
Country Can Help Its Own Citizens

Human rights refers to basic freedoms of expression, speech, life, liberty and equality.
what we believe in the United States. How does China feel about basic human rights? It
global news that the People's Republic of China has been chastised for their treatment of
citizens. Past human rights issues include the Tiananmen Square protests of 1989, when
)usands of civilians were killed and thousands more injured. Past abuses of human rights have
documented by the U.S. State Department's annual People's Republic of China human
reports, as well as studies from Human Rights Watch and Amnesty International. Past
iiolations include controls on expressions and associations including freedom of religion and
;;political beliefs; restrictions on independent organizing including suppressing labor groups and
J!.Jvmg

unlimited power to other groups; torture and ill-treatment of prisoners including death;

lack of judicial independence and due process; the treatment of women including violence,
abduction, trafficking, and discrimination; the treatment of female children - in Chinese society,
female children are not treated as males, and often their births are not registered, which creates
problems for them in terms of obtaining an education and having basic legal rights,
(http://www.christusrex.org/wwwl/sdc/hr Jncts.html). This is a societal matter versus a political
matter.
China has been responding to the international public outcry regarding human rights and

~
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amended The Constitution of the People's Republic of China. According to the

Constitution of the People's Republic of China is the highest law within the
Repunuc of China. The current version was adopted by the National People's Congress
4, 1982 with further revisions in 1988, 1993, 1999, and 2004. Three previous state
(lltions--those of 1954, 1975, and 1978--were superseded in turn. The Constitution has five
the preamble, general principles, the fundamental rights and duties of citizens, the
of the state, and the national flag and emblems of state. Excerpts from the constitution
i:l/english.geoplgdai!y"co!1l.cn/co.ttstit!ltion/coJ1Sti.tutiQn.htwl) include:

The Preamble, which sets the stage for the overall mindset of Chinese government, states
"China is one of the countries with the longest histories in the world." The people of all
lionannes in China have jointly created a splendid culture and have a glorious revolutionary

~muon. Feudal China was gradually reduced after 1840 to a semi-colonial and semi-feudal
ocmntrv. The Chinese people waged wave upon wave of heroic struggles for national

independence and liberation and for democracy and freedom. Great and earth-shaking historical
\"•?!changes have taken place in China in the 20th century. The Revolution of 1911, led by Dr Sun
Yat-sen, abolished the feudal monarchy and gave birth to the Republic of China. But the Chinese
people had yet to fulfill their historical task of overthrowing imperialism and feudalism. After
waging hard, protracted and tortuous struggles, armed and otherwise, the Chinese people of all
nationalities led by the Communist Party of China with Chairman Mao Zedong as its leader
ultimately, in 1949, overthrew the rule of imperialism, feudalism and bureaucrat capitalism, won
the great victory of the new-democratic revolution and founded the People's Republic of China.
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Chinese people took state power into their own hands and became masters of the
Constitution also states that the "basic task of the nation in the years to come is to
its effort on socialist modernization." The goal is to improve the socialist legal
modernize industry, agriculture, national defense, science and technology. It states
expwumg classes" as such have been eliminated in China. However, even today, there
of inequality, class struggles, corruption, and questionable violations of basic human

General principals of the Constitution include: "All power in the People's Republic of
belongs to the people." This may be true, but in the past, it was a select group of
people, which yielded the control and power of the Country. "All nationalities in the
Republic of China are equal." Of course, in a perfect world there is no discrimination
i<l P.v<>rvnn<> is treated equally. However, women are not treated equally, even today. "Land in

cities is owned by the State." Much like eminent domain in the United States, China may in
pubic interest take over land and use it in accordance with the law. In the past, there have
reports of misappropriation of land. "The state continuously raises labor productivity,
Imnroves economic results and develops the productive forces by enhancing the enthusiasm of
the working people, raising the level of their technical skill, disseminating advanced science and
technology, improving the systems of economic administration and enterprise operation and
management, instituting the socialist system of responsibility in various forms and improving
organization of work." China is considered a leader in terms of advanced technology. This
country has excelled in this area, and this success will aid China in emerging as a great Nation.
"The state strengthens the building of socialist spiritual civilization through spreading education
in high ideals and morality, general education and education in discipline and the legal system,
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promoting the formulation and observance of rules of conduct and common pledges
sections of the people in urban and rural areas. The state advocates the civic v\rtues
the motherland, for the people, for labor, for science and for socialism; it educates the
in patriotism, collectivism, internationalism and communism and in dialectical and
materialism; it combats the decadent ideas of capitalism and feudalism and other
ideas." This statement is contrary to having basic civil liberties and rights including
making their own decisions about their future economic successes if they have to do
capitalism and entrepreneurship. 'The state promotes family planning so that population
may fit the plans for economic and social development." This statement is vague, but it
assumed that female children will be frowned upon and are still not favored. "All persons
the nationality of the People's Republic of China are citizens of the People's Republic of
All citizens of the People's Republic of China are equal before the law. Every citizen
'emnv<

the rights and at the same time must perform the duties prescribed by the Constitution and

law." This statement is article 32 in the Constitution, however we've seen from past
:; VJOJattons, that not all people, mainly women, are treated equally in China. "Citizens of the
People's Republic of China enjoy freedom of speech, of the press, of assembly, of association, of
procession and of demonstration." We have seen instances in China where this does not hold
true, and demonstrations that are unfavorable to the government would never be tolerated.
"Women in the People's Republic of China enjoy equal rights with men in all spheres of life,
political, economic, cultural and social, and family life. The state protects the rights and interests
of women, applies the principle of equal pay for equal work for men and women alike and trains
and selects cadres from among women." Trafficking of women is still common in China,
historically women have not enjoyed equal rights, but we hope in the future this statement will
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Article 51 states, "The exercise by citizens of the People's Republic of China of their
and rights may not infringe upon the interests of the state, of society and of the
lective. or upon the lawful freedoms and rights of other citizens." This article ironically states
even though the Constitution says Chinese citizens have the right to equality, freedom of
etc. - if the State feels that it is an infringement upon them, those rights are null and void.

If China abides by its own Constitution as stated above, this country may be emerging as
Nation sooner than anticipated. This Constitution affirms the achievements of the
ruggles of the Chinese people of all nationalities and defines the basic system and basic tasks of
state in legal form; it is the fundamental law of the state and has supreme legal authority. The
of all nationalities, all state organs, the armed forces, all political parties and public
i'organizations and all enterprises and undertakings in the country must take the Constitution as
basic norm of conduct, and they have the duty to uphold the dignity of the The help from
; China's executive branch is needed in order to be successful.
China's executive branch is composed of the chief of state, namely president Hu Jintao,
head of government, namely the premier Wen Jiabao, executive vice premier Huang Ju, and vice
premiers Wu Yi, Zeng Peiyan, and Hui Liangyu. The cabinet is formed by the State Council
appointed by the National People's Congress based on elections for a five years term for the
president. The premier has to be nominated by the president and confirmed by NPC.
China's legislative branch is based on a unicameral National People's Congress or
Quanguo Renmin Daibial Dahui with 2,985 seats; each member is elected by muuicipal, regional,
and provincial people's congress to serve for seven years.
The judicial branch is composed by Supreme People's Court, Local People's Courts and
Special People's Courts. China's most recent promulgation of the constitution was as of
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4'\ 1982. This constitution is considered very ambiguous by western standards,
on its judicial review of legislation. China's legal system is based on civil law system;
isystem is derived from the former Soviet Union and continental civil code legal principles.
legislature retains power to interpret all statues.

Based on any type of western standards, China's human rights policies are considered
inhumane. For example, in the article "We Said Just One, We Meant Just One" of
tisinessWeek, Beijing is currently cracking down on wealthy families "flouting its one-child
."In force for more than three decades, this rule has help limit the country's population of
billion; this law was not relevant for rich and famous because they could afford fines for not
•especting it, while the average family could not. This rule is considered not only not humane,
not very efficient especially in rural areas where there are not enough farmers to work the

The Business Week's article from November 26'h, 2006 "Secrets, Lies and Sweatshops"
talks about American corporations answering to criticism of Chinese suppliers practices
regarding labor rules and inspections. Ningbo Beifa Group (main supplier for Wall Mart) not
only that managed to conceal abuses, but hired Shangai Corporate Responsibility Management &
Consulting Co. "because tutoring and helping factories deal with audits has become an industry
in China" as a response to numerous initiatives concerning improving work conditions, stopping
violating overtime laws, and excluding the double books system (sets of books used to fool
auditors). An overall explanation of these unlawful practices by suppliers such as Beifa is that
American companies continually demand lower prices so managers in China have no choice but
to cheat on labor standards (monthly salary ranging from $45 to $101) promoted as a "badge of
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capitalism." Because of the global trend of increasing prices, not only Beifa is
this type of commerce, but the Chinese suppliers caught submitting false payroll
risen from 46% to 75% in the last four years. The Fair Labor Association has
a report in November 2005 based on unannounced audits of 88 factories in 18 countries
an overage 18 violations per factory: excessive hours, underpayment of wages, health
problems, worker harassment, etc. According to the Chinese government' figures, the
worker earns 64 cents per hour assuming a 40 hours work week; conversely, based on
:,;Bureau of Labor Statistics and Javelin Investments (a consulting firm in Beijing) findings,
~average work week rages between 60 to 100 hours, with an estimated 42 cents/hour paid

. One of the most aggressive auditing companies is Wall Mart. In 2005 and 2006 alone the
)mpany has performed 13,600 audits of7200 factories; the reviews revealed a series of serous
nfractions such as using child labor (Secrets, 4).
The given economics of global outsourcing may trump many imposed western standards
because it is very hard to comply with rules and regulations, avoiding performing unlawful

i practices, and maintaining an "every day low price." The very questions arising are many times
not only disturbing, but also have no real answer that eventually would lead to a solution: can
tvm~s guarantee that offshore suppliers are meeting widely conventional codes of conduct? Can

Western labor standards be expected from a country lacking strong unions and generally
accepted labor laws? Unions in the United States are the foundation for many businesses.
Unions give employees added rights in terms of working hours, pay, vacation and other benefits.
Unions in China are not necessarily set up to benefit the employees, and do not act as the voice
of employees as the unions the United States do.
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CHAPTER III
&China's Rampant Corruption and Policies Implemented to Deviate from this Trend

One of China's communist party founders was Mao Tse-Tung, a leader of the peasant
oeuwu in his native province. In Mao's view, as a young believer into a perfect conununist
collective political consciousness was far more important that individual material
!centives (http://www.cnn.com). Mao had a vision how to fight against the existent Nationalist
that was known for rampant corruption, economic disparity, helped him to plan how to
a new China that was socially pure economically equal and internationally respected
(Revolution, pg I). Although during Mao's regime corruption and class disparity were greatly
reaucea, his social equality views, class disparity reduction, political views, and his fight against
corrupt government had some catastrophic effects. Mao liked to call his new vision for China's
ruture "The Great Leap Forward". One of the catastrophic outcomes of his policies was a great
priority to industrialization (now blamed for extraordinary uuregulated pollution) at the expense
of agriculture and light industry; another catastrophic outcome was the three-year famine which
lead to the deaths of 30 million people.
After Mao, another leader Deng Xiaoping changed the course for China with a new
reform that led people to believe into a new school of thought: To Get Rich Is Glorious. When
this new reform got launched in 1978, there were not many more thoughts about social equity,
class disparity or denigrating a corrupt government, but a new vision on economic development
at its best and a widening gap between rich and pore. This new change in vision lead to China's
great change from centrally planned economy to market-oriented economy
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~.cnn.~,;om ). When this new door was open, China only has moved forward; since
, China's gross domestic product grew by 9.8% a year, about three times greater
s average.
,ccording to Taipei Times, in the article "Rampant Corruption Widening China's Class
is experiencing a greater class division between rich and poor because of the
govermnent corruption and because of the country's leadership unwilling to push for
reform. This article mentions the fact that not only US, but most leaders of business
begun to doubt China's president Hu Jintao ability to introduce reforms regarding the
bureaucracy's involvement in corrupt conduct.

According to sources at the U.S. Embassy (http://www.usembassy-

~a.org.cn/sandt/poll-reform.htm), China's top worries include lagging political reform,
:ruption and the enviromnent. Bribery seems to be a common form of corruption in the
govermnent (http://china.org.cn/englisb!2003/Jun/66715.htm). "Failure to contain
tidemic corruption among Chinese officials poses one of the most serious threats to the nation's
economic and political stability, says a new report from the Carnegie Endowment. Minxin
an expert on economic reform and governance in China, argues that corruption not only
social unrest and contributes to the rise in socioeconomic inequality, but holds major
implications beyond its borders for foreign investment, international law, and environmental

Key Findings include:
• Though the Chinese govermnent has more than 1,200 laws, rules, and directives against
corruption, implementation is spotty and ineffective. The odds of a corrupt official going to jail
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than three percent, making corruption a high-return, low-risk activity. Even low-level
have the opportunity to amass an illicit fortune of tens of millions of yuan.

amount of money stolen through corruption scandals has risen exponentially since the
Corruption in China is concentrated in sectors with extensive state involvement, such as
[!rastructure projects, real estate, government procurement, and fmancial services. The absence
[competitive political process and free press make these high-risk sectors susceptible to fraud,
kickbacks, and bribery. The direct costs of corruption could be as much as $86 billion each

indirect costs of corruption (efficiency losses; waste; and damage to the environment,
health, education, credibility and morale) are incalculable. Corruption both undermines
stability (sparking tens of thousands of protests each year), and contributes to China's
:environmental degradation, deterioration of social services, and the rising cost of health care,
housing, and education.

o

China's corruption also harms Western economic interests, particularly foreign investors who

risk environmental, human rights, and financial liabilities, and must compete against rivals who
engage in illegal practices to win business in China.

o

The U.S. goverrunent should devote resources to tracking reported cases of corruption in China,

increase legal cooperation with China (to prevent illegal immigration by corrupt officials and
money laundering), and insist on reforms to China's law-enforcement practices and legal
procedures before tracking Chinese fugitives in the United States and recovering assets they have
looted.
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has not yet derailed China's economic rise, sparked a social revolution, or deterred
But it would be foolish to conclude that the Chinese system has an infinite
absorb the mounting costs of corruption," writes Pei. "Eventually, growth will

though there seems to be corruption in China and doing in business in China may
iOIIHCun. There are many people who are successful in China, conducting business and
millions. John Chan, author of China Streetsmart refutes the idea that foreigners
encounter problems when dealing with the goverrnnent, and businesspeople. Richard
Founder and Managing Director of China Strategic Development Partners and author
Roads Lead to China" has developed a roadmap of how to be successful in structuring
;iaesses in China (ht:IJl.JLffiin;~.fitq.org[ll_ll§ll~$&illi.iJl\)_~...J2latforri!§,htm.D. There are four
of structures that you can develop when conducting business in China:

1) Representative Office - a basic structure whereby a company is allowed to operate in
but is not allowed to sell their service or product in China. "Often this is the first
[pnnal!zeo structure step used by many small to medium size businesses as a firm may execute
a contract that was sold in their country of origin."
2) Equity Joint Ventures- are LLC's set up for a specific purpose such as the
establishment of a manufacturing plant. We may see this type of structure today whereby the US
corporation finances the Chinese operating. Many companies that are in the technology sector
set up businesses in this way as it may be less expensive to manufacture equipment such as
computer parts in China as opposed to manufacturing these parts in the United States.
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l(J-operative Joint Ventures- are similar to equity joint ventures but differ in that the
each party are well defined in a contract. We see this type of business today. as
service centers for major corporations are moving to China. When you call a service
J!J.may notice that the individual on the other line has a heavy accent. That accent may
Chinese. The US is employing Chinese labor as it is cheaper, but they are not
selling their product in China.
Wholly Foreign-Owned Enterprises are legal entities that are solely owned by one or
)foreign investors. The investor, or foreign owner is able to enjoy full autonomy in
the company.
Most companies set up business in Shanghai, which is becoming the Silicon Valley of
Shanghai for many investors is the first city to set up operations. Like the United States,
is developed around relationships. This means that meals are shared, families
ntroduced, gifts given and alcohol is consumed. Of course, some may perceive this as
u<;>rruption because gifts may often be large sums of money, favoritism, or things that would
• create undo advantage for a foreign investor. But many would argue it is the same way we do
business in the United States. In China, Guanxi means relationship; to concern; to affect; to have
to do with; relations. This is a very important word, and very import part of business in China.
Relationships are constantly changing and foreign investors are going to have to be flexible and
keep up with the pace in China. Upon entering China, businesses must realize that the demands
ofthe relationship for foreign companies have increased. It's about relationships with
Government officials, manufacturers, suppliers, distributors, and customers. China is no longer a
third world nation; it is emerging as a great nation with double digit growth in GDP.
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Many foreign investors set up manufacturing plants in China and have no intention of
their products to Chinese consumers. However, there are 1 billion, 3 hundred million
consumers. This number is astonishing, and how to tap this very diverse market will be
•ntinuous challenge. China is the land of the have and the have-nots. The rich and the poor.
.,mner class and the no-class. The emerging middle class and the long gone not-fitting
,ro.rhere class (In China, pg 1). According to Howard W. French in his article "In China the
1ner-uass Quest Starts at Age 5" as part of the new generation an individual has to "carefully
ways to cement their children's place in a fast-growing elite" in this country where
ve.rvthing becomes about relationships and opportunities. There are extremes that no other
iountry has. China is the largest consumer market, but what do these consumers want and how
you market to them? There is a growth ofthe middle class of China. Currently middle class
25-30 million households. Middle class in China is much different than middle class in the US.
average household income is between $4,300 to $8,300 a year. Affluent households earn
. $11,600 a year barely enough to live here in the US.

"China is rich in contradictions for U.S. firms. The world's most populous nation, China
covers an area larger than the United States. Yet the China market is small and concentrated in a
few areas along the eastern seaboard. China is one of the world's oldest civilizations, with
thousands of years of history, literature and culture. Yet the People's Republic is a mere 50 years
old and most of the laws and regulations governing business and trade have been written in the
past twenty years. Courtesy toward guests is a virtue in Chinese culture, and Chinese people can
be extraordinarily hospitable and kind. Yet everyday discourse in China is rude and
confrontational and the China market is full of cheats and swindlers. China is a communist
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, the first article of the Chinese constitution states that China is a socialist country under
!'leadership of the proletariat. Yet, over the past twenty years China has moved from a planned
economy and is now in many ways more capitalist than communist." [Source: FY2001

~Qtm:ne.r0ill_SJuide;_Qhin<l· U.S. Department of State. 123 p.]
China has made a commitment to change. But with change, also comes strife and part of
strife is corruption. Reform and grow have created new opportunities including
1Jportumttes for illicit activities to gain wealth and power. Will China overcome the corruption
still occurs? How fast will the corruption dissipate, or will the corruption worsen with the

~;urrent Chinese political climate?

Every country has a form of corruption, but at what level is

Chinese corruption compared to other countries. Only time will tell if China will rise to the
occasion and emerge as a great nation. Over the next 10 years we will see tremendous change
in China. It is an exciting time for both foreign investors and China itself.

Now, because the reader lmows about the political climate, understands the type of
government, anticipates how businesses is conducted in China, and predicts what is the road that
the Chinese market will take, it is the time to find out how this giant battles pollution and
respects worldwide emission standards.
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CHAPTER IV

's Beginning to Battle Pollution and Respect Worldwide Emission Standards
A very long time ago, may be many centuries ago, Europe was considered one ofthe
.t,advanced and prosperous civilizations on our planet. Yet, the most famous scholars were
of just how advanced China had been in previous millennia
p://www.pristimeplanet.com ). China had made great progress in many areas such as arts,

~hematics, agriculture, and warfare but for many reasons such as political repression and
\tession, China has slide behind our Western world in terms of environmental concerns and
to be taken to respond to those concerns. Nevertheless, today, because of the existence of
facto capitalism, China has experienced a transformation at a phenomenal rate, which was
experienced by any society before. Today, this country that has slide backwards for so
1

decades is in its way of becoming the economic giant of the 21' century. Even though
is promoting a new standard ofliving for its citizens as never before, it is not hard to
zimagine the impact on the enviromnent due to its rapid metamorphosis from an agricultural
'·country to an industrialized one, shifting form enviromnent friendly ways of transportation such

,as biking and walking to automobiles, (China's Pollution Problems, pg 1). According to the
latest reports from the World Bank, China has 16 out of the 20 most polluted cities in the world.
According to "Most Polluted Cities Black List" by Qin Jize among the most polluted cities are in
the North China's Shanxi Province: Linfen, Yangquan, and Datong; the others are Shizuishan in
Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region, Sanmenxia in Henan Province, Jinchang in Gansu Province,
Shijiazhuang in Hebei Province, Xianyang in Shaanxi Province, Zhuzhou in Hunan Province,
Luoyang in Henan Province.
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On the other hand, there are cities with a very advance environmental infrastructure such
Yantai, Shenzhen, Zhuhai, Haikou, all of which are coastal cities. The government
series of steps to overcome this major problem such as growing the forest area of the
(.68%) nationwide, the average environmental investment grew by .14% of the GDP,
·testing 91 industrial cities form a total of608 (Most Polluted, pg 1).

China has been at the forefront of economic growth, and that demands a greater use of
resources. China is only second to the United States in oil consumption (CNN news
Oil consumption and the increase of cars create pollution. As China is the most
,pu10us country in the world, pollution is a problem. According to the China Environment

()1ttp://w}V\.Y,:Wi!;;Q!l£©DJsor .org/index.cfm?to.IJ.ic id'" 111l!'?ffl!~-"'actton..=J2illg.;;,h_qn>.©), top
include: Energy - China consumes more energy and emits more greenhouse gases than
country except the United States and may surpass the United States in both categories at any
Water-China is facing a myriad of water crises throughout the country including chronic

~nortages and severe organic and industrial pollution on all major bodies of water;
•Environmental NGOs. Public Participation. and Governance-In reaction to daunting
"environmental problems, the Chinese govermnent has been introducing increasingly progressive
environmental laws, welcoming assistance from international organizations, and opening up
political space for Chinese environmental NGOs.
The environmental concerns of China have grown dramatically. On December 7, 2007,
the New York Times has established a forum entitled "China: Choke on Growth"

(i1J1PJ(£)U!l!.l,PlQ1S~..JJ.J1im©;;:_~9~ntf9Jl7Jl2/Q7f-'l!llS:h2ngY11-JJ:h£:_Q!iY~I:21:::!!1i_~.;\1Jl.£l:R:Y\If}_~~h::!!::
question). This forum is open to all who wish to participate. Topics of discussion include,
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energy conservation (wind or nuclear energy), health risks of contamination

~.seafood and toxic substances, contamination sites and chemical plant pollution
health of villagers, technological policies, pollution and fuel efficiency as well as
fuel quality, and sustainable transportation options and utility regulation. These
the same topics that all countries must consider as they are industrialized and
products. The issue with China is that the govermnent does not appear to take action
emission standards fast enough to respond and counteract a problem that is affecting
ofthe nation.
An Article from Enviromnental Economics found at l;lttp;/.L!V\YY.:·C!LY.:

n.n~£QQ.~.LQ_7!_4_~.Y"1QPJ.l1.>;11LJm\lJltmL states that" many environmental health indicators
as water and air pollution show an inverted U-shape: in the beginning of economic
yelopment, little weight is given to enviromnental concerns, raising pollution along with

~ustrialization.

After a threshold, when basic physical needs are met, interest in a clean

~vironment rises, reversing the trend.

Now society has the funds, as well as the willingness to

to reduce pollution." This theory is known as the enviromnental Kuznets Curve. The
:problem with China is that the enviromnental concerns are extreme and they have begun to
;generate social instability. Imagine choking on vile air and becoming sick by toxic water. There
are protests that are occurring because the people's health is suffering. President Hu Jintao has
abandoned a decades-old approach of developing the economy first and worrying about the
environment later. He has urged local officials to seek sustainable "green" development. But he
has offered no acknowledgement that enviromnental constraints may hinder his goal of
expanding China's economy fourfold by 2020. It's a tough predicament to be in when economic
globalization is in sight, but it's also at the risk of the health of the citizens.
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environmental security project's China environment forum developed in order for
to discuss with China's non-goverument entities such as scholars and policy makers to
dialogue on environmental and energy challenges. As the United States share
over energy security and confront some of the same environmental challenges,
)eration from these two nations "may help secure broader foreign policy and domestic

:onunendations to improve environmental challenges:

•

Improve US and global energy security: China's oil consumption will increase
overtime, and China may also play an important role in developing pipelines in
Asia.
Improve political and economic stability in a region of key economic and strategic

•

interest to the United States by decreasing tension over energy supply, natural
resource, utilization, and environmental degradation issues in East Asia;
•

Promote sales of U.S. energy efficient and environmental teclmology and services
to China- a potentially huge but fiercely competitive market;

•

Reduce the potential fore ecological damage to the US West Coast, Alaska and
Hawaii from Chinese pollution and dust storms;

•

Decrease the likelihood of China becoming dependent on unstable oil-rich statesChinese oil companies already have acquired concessions in Sudan, Iran and Iraq;

•

Improve cooperation between the United States and China on critical international
environmental issues, such as climate change while encouraging China to become
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a leading example of developing country participation in an international climate
mitigation effort;
•

Stabilize global food supply by bolstering Chinese food production through the
amelioration of environmental problems such as acid rain and desertification;

•

Promote the growth of civilized society and citizen involvement in China by
strengthening nongovernmental energy and environmental contracts between the
United States and China and;

•

Improve the health and living standards of hundreds of millions of people in Asia
by reducing environmental degradation in China and along its borders."

Recent price fluctuations for oil and natural gas both domestically and internationally
both the US and China motivation to reduce imports and improve energy efficiency. Oil is
nearing $100 a barrel and natural gas is expected to be the investment for 2008 (according the
Jim Cramer, Mad Money, January 3, 2008). Decisions about energy, fuel efficiency, and
environmental concerns are being made now. With the help from other nations, China may be
able to "clean up" their air by using alternative energy sources.
It has been reported that in some places in China, pollution has affected the health of its
citizens and social stability. Due to the rapid industrialization of China over the last decade,
pollution is a serious threat to the Country. China is improving and according to World Watch,
(http://v.ww.worldwatch.org/node/5370), At a Green China Fornm meeting earlier this month,
Pan Yue, the vice president of China's State Environmental Protection Administration (SEPA),
made an unequivocal

~1ill~ffi\Cl11 about the need to address the nation's mounting environmental

challenges. "There is no time for China to wait for the launch of environmental economic
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"he said. "We should release several policies within one year, set up major pilot projects
two years, and create a fundamental framework for an environmental economic system in
within four years." Pan described this new framework as comprising seven major
pollution charges, emissions trading, a "green" capital market, ecological offsets,
>logtcat taxation, trade in environmentally friendly goods, and environmental insurance. With
attention to environmental concerns will China emerge as a great nation?
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SUMMARY
On CNBC today, November 12, 2007, China was all over the news in a positive way.
is a $28 billion trade surplus. The yen is strong against the weak dollar, and China is one
most important nations for United States exports. Export growth continues to be a major
in China's economic growth. China is emerging as a great Nation, and an important ally
United States.
Because China has had a dramatic growth in the past decade, there are growing pains,
and tribulations that come alongside successes. Much of China's success financially is

~pendent on other nations that are financially investing in China, and importing their goods.
I do feel that China is an emerging market where money can be made. The major
analysts of the financial markets are bullish on China. If a company wants to start a business in
and can find a way to demonstrate economies of scale and hire cheaper labor - this may
a positive aspect for the Chinese economy and for foreign businesses. However, there is the
of human rights and the quandary of how much money can you make ethically without
hurting others. China's issues with human rights are still in the news today, and culturally will
take many years to change. In Asian culture, women are typically found to be subservient, not
thought of as a head of the household, and do not hold as much value as men. Culture is
generally thought of as patterns of human activity and the symbolic structures that give such
activities significance and importance. The school of thought will take time to change. Just as in
the United States, statistically men malce more than women who may be more qualified for a job,
culturally it has been accepted for generations. This doesn't mean that this thinking is correct.
China's societal issues today and how women and thought of could be dated back to how women
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even minorities were treated in the 1950's. I believe that it will take many decades before
will treat all citizens with equality. Imagine telling your wife to abort your child bec~use
a girl. No more girls, only boys. Everyone is not created equal. And, depending on who the
political figure is at the moment, it could never happen in our lifetime. Political corruption
in every Country. Will China's reform and their socialist state have more corruption that
developed Westernized Countries? Perhaps, but if China and it's government has a desire
emerge as a great nation, corruption must decrease. We see political corruption here in the
unm:u States. There are many political action committees that lobby for funding for political
candidates and make large donations to sway votes. We have scandals where our Vice President
has been accused of giving Haliburton and other companies multi-billion dollar contracts in Iraq
in exchange for political support, including monetary contribution. No matter what Country,
corruption will occur. I do not feel that China will be devoid of corruption, but depending on
who is in power, corruption may decrease. Pollution and environmental concerns are occurring
due to the increased productivity and output in China. It is a price to pay with success, but it
could affect the health and overall welfare of the Chinese people. We deal with pollution here in
the United States, but because of emissions controls, it is not as rampant and does not have grave
health concerns for our citizens. Global warming is a concern that has been on the forefront of
political campaigns and at an issue we hear about in the news daily. Pollution contributes to
global warming. I hope that China will tighten it's controls on pollution. It appears that the
Chinese government is paying attention to environmental concerns, and taldng action, which is
the step in the right direction.
China has a tough road ahead to become a world "Superpower." However, the
foundation seems to be set, and progress is being made. It may be a slow road, but with the help
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like the United States to support China financially and with China at the forefront of
;()hnologies and science, I believe China will overcome current stigmas and past political
obstacles. In 2008, China will host the Olympics. The theme for the Olympics in
is "One World, One Dream," (http://en.beiiing2008.cn). It is a fitting theme as China has
on being a world leader. Hosting the Olympics for countries worldwide is a step in the

Every emblem of the Olympics tells a story. The Beijing 2008 Olympic Games emblem
Seal, Dancing Beijing" is filled with Beijing's hospitality and hopes, and canies the

commitment to the world.
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emblem represents many things to a nation with both ancient and modem culture including:
1nilestone of the Olympics; commitment by a country that has 56 ethnic groups, and a
population of 1. 3 billion people; imagine a beauty utilizing the color red for luck, happiness,
explanation oflife, and new beginning. The dancing bull's symbolism is a powerful and dynamic
statement of where China has been, and where China is going.
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APPENDIX!

Trade with China : 2006

This graph was published on 2/12/2007.
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APPENDIX2
International Exchange Rates/ International markets

World's Money
Current Exchange Rates for Foreign Currencies

Exchange rates were last updated on Tuesday, April 03, 2007 at 10:27:25 AM EST. These rates will be updated on
a daily basis.

jcurrency
f Canadian Dollar

jsYtrilioi

l

Sell Price

CAN

1.1069

Euro Dollar

EURO

0.7163

Swiss Franc

SF

1.1649

England Pound

UK

0.4848

J Japanese Yen

lAustralia Dollar
Denmark Kroner
jHongKong Dollar

YEN
jATR

113.3800

I

1.1376

DKR

5.2300

HK

7.2095

Mexican New Peso

MEXN

10.0100

Norway Kroner

NKR

5.7300

S. Africa Rand

R

6.1284

Swedish Kroner

SKR

6.5727

Singapore Dollar

SING

1.3600

India Rupee

RS

0.0000

